We consider random graphs G,,.,, with fixed edge-probability p. We refine an argument of Bollob6s to show that almost all such graphs have chromatic number equal to nl \2log,, n -2logo logn n * O(1)) where b :11(l -p).
INTRODUCTION
We are interested in the chromatic number X of the random graph G,,.r. Recall that G,.n has vertex set {l , ... , n} and the ('J) possibte edges occur independently with probability p (see [2] ). We shall take p fixed, 0 <p<l and let a:l-p.b:1|q.
In an exciting paper in 1988, Bollob6s [3] showed that x(G,,.n): (l + o(l))nl logrn for almost all graphs G,,,, (that is, with probability+1 as n-r). This established a well known conjecture dating from 1975 [4] . For more background on colouring random graphs see the surveys in [2] , [11] , [13] and the recent papers [3] , [6] - [10] , Ir4].
Bollobds actually gave a more precise result than that stated above. Let r : r(n): 2logn n -2lognlogn n * 2log^ | .
Theorem l.l. (Bollobds [3] ) Let s,,: s,,(n) : lr + 11. Then for almosr all graphs G,,., '=^(G,,,,)=rt(t*ffJ (Here log means natural logarithm.) In this note we refine slightly the proof in [3] of this theorem to show the following result (which was first presented at the one-day conference on graph colouring at the Open University in 1988-see [13] ). Theorem 1.2. For almost all graphs G,, n n,lr + o(l)ls \(G,, r,)-r,{, :-: + of r)}.
The improvement in the lower bound is not very exciting (or difficult). The improvement in the upper bound is more interesting. It of course shows that x(G,.u): nltr + O(1)) for almost all graphs G,, r. We shall use the following "bounded differences inequality," which may be deduced easily from an inequality for bounded martingale difference sequences due to Hoeffding [5] (or Azuma [1] )-see [12] . Lemma f .3. Suppose that a graph function f satisfies lf(G) -/(G')l= t whenever the graphs G and G'differ in only one edge. Then the corresponding random variable X: f(G,,.,,) satisfies P(X -EIX)--t) 'exp(-4t'ln') for r > 0 .
STABLE SET IN G,.,E
Our first task here is to establish an asymptotic formula for the expected number of stable sets in G,., of. size about r. Given an integer ,r, I < x = n,let E(n. r) be the expected number of stable sets of size x in G,,.,,: thus Next, for real x, 1=r<n let E(n, x): (2n) !r'*!1n -'t) "'-r+i)x-(.t+1)q!(r r)'2 By Stirling's formula. E(n. x): (l + o(ll\E(n. r) if r : x(n) is an integer. x+x and n -.tr --+ .c as n ---> T. The function r: r(n) was defined in Section 1. Straightforward calculations show that for any x: x(n): O(1),
nl--r+o(loelos''los') (
It may be shown by "classical" moment methods that the stability number ct(G,,.,)is [r+1to(1)l foralmostallgraphsG,,.r,(see [2] ) Weshallnotusethis result here. We shall show that with probability very nearly 1 there is a stable set of size Lr -j + o(1)1. The rest of this section is devoted to proving the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1.^l
Proof . Set ,r(n): -j -6J,* Then by (1) E(n. r + x) : ,)*rt-"r I )) los log ' Let s : s(n) : lr(n) + r(n)l Then we may show that E(n'. s(n)) : nt '' r +o( I )) roc r(rc I for some integer n' : n'(n) with q'n = n' < n. Indeed. let 6:6(n): r(n) + x(rr) -s(a), so that 0< 6 < l. Let n' : n'(n):
lqo'trf. Then r(n'):r(n)-6 + O(#). anO so s(rr):r(n')+-r(rr)+ O(#) Hence bV (l) n' is as required.
We are going to use the bounded differenccs lcmma. Lc'mma 1.3. so rve shall need an appropriate function/. For a graph G of order rr rve define.f(G)to be the maximum number of sets in a collection ,5,. S".... of stable sets of size s(rr) which satisfies ls, n S,is I f.or itl. Then l/(c) f(G')l< I if c and G'differ in only one edge. so we can indeed apply Lemma 1. stnce P(Z = 11,4) = E(Z\A).We shall see that E(Z\A): o(1), which will establish the above claim and thus complete the proof of Lemma 2.1. It remains then to show that E(ZIA): o(I).We shall do this by following familiar second moment calculations for a(G,,.n) (see [2] , [3] ). Let Also.
C )( ',l--,') F,tF, ,= l# 03"-i :'{'-i-rr s(r, -s) = (snq!r' t i -t) ;t -l-t ) .
But for sl2-j<s -I , ,!t'*it S q3s'+ :, )*"tt). Hence :=7'-,^'
Thus we have shown that E(zlA): ) f : (l + o(1))(r, + F.,) .
. Proof. Consider colouring G,, by ripping out large stable sets one after another. Let V initially consist of all n vertices. While l7l-nlloE n repeatedly pick and delete from / a stable set of size exactly s(lyl) Let f(n) be the number of sets picked. Since any remaining vertices can be given a new colour each, we see that XG,,)<.f(n) + n/log'' rr. Hence it suffices to establish a bound as above on/(rr). Let f(t): r(t)-] -"r., *. so that s(r): It(r)1. It is easv to see that i(r) is strictly increasing for (all sufficiently) large real l, and so s(t) is nondecreasing for large t.
Observe that s(n/log3 n): sr(rr): s(n) -(6 + o(1)) logr logn rr : (2+ o(l))log,,n .
Since all stable sets S picked have size at least s,(n) we have /(n): (1 + o(l))nl 2logrn. We must estimate these quantities more carefullv. 
